In an effort to ensure that CSI students are offered ample opportunities to enhance both their learning and ability to make proactive decisions, the Center for Advising & Academic Success (CAAS) is pleased to offer our faculty the ability to take advantage of our Academic Success Lecture Series. Within this lecture series, workshops are designed to engage students in learning processes which broaden their knowledge of academic policies, protocols, curriculum and the use of the college’s various educational tools.

Available workshops currently include:

- Advising – Your GPS to Success
- How to use Degree Works, the College’s Degree Audit Tool
- How Calculating a GPA can help Students Obtain Their Goals
- Multi-age classroom and the implications/possibilities for both teaching and learning
- Pathfinder – Exploring Your Career Track
- Understanding Academic Advising and How it Support Student Success
- Understanding the Correlation between General Education Learning and Major Coursework
- Understanding Faculty and How to Request Mentoring Services
- Understanding Gateway Course Learning

Each workshop is 40 minutes, is CLUE-certifiable and upon request, can also be tweaked to enhance or reduce its content. Additionally, it is recognized that there are times when a need for specialized advising workshops may become apparent. At those times faculty or students are always encouraged to submit such requests.

For further assistance or workshop descriptions, please contact Dina Grant Pattelli, First-Year Advising Specialist @ dina.grant@csi.cuny.edu or x2287.